
Barstools add a subtle pop of color without 
detracting from the timeless feel of the 
neutral palette. “Small doses of color go a 
long way,” designer Lauren Clement says. The 
vintage barnwood frames and woven backs 
add a touch of farmhouse charm. 
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  Light and  
  Bright

Functionality, 
a classic 
white palette 
and touches 
of timeless 
elegance 
come together 
in this North 
Carolina 
kitchen 
renovation.

O
ne of the 

downsides of a 

trendy design 

is that it quickly 

becomes 

outdated. For this Charlotte, North 

Carolina, home built in 1996, 

the kitchen breakfast nook and 

keeping room were stuck in the 

1990s and in desperate need of an 

update. The homeowners reached 

out to Lauren Clement of Lauren 

Nicole Designs for help renovating 

both the functional and aesthetic 

design of the space. Using a neutral 

palette, farmhouse textures and 

elegant fi nishing touches, Lauren 

created a cohesive, functional and 

beautifully timeless space perfect 

for hosting.

B Y  L A U R A  S H I M K O
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  D U S T I N  P E C K
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GETTING STARTED
Rather than gutting the whole space, Lauren utilized the features that 

were already present, breathing new life and vision into it through a classic 

white palette and touches of farmhouse warmth and functionality. First, 

she replaced the dated granite countertops with quartz and ditched the 

original two-tiered setup of the curved island for one uniform height. Next, 

she updated the cabinets with curved mullions, glass doors and a fresh 

coat of her own paint color, Sugar Cube from Benjamin Moore, which is a 

soft, warm white. The abundance of windows lining the breakfast nook and 

pantry brings in lots of natural light, further brightening the space.

CREATING COHESION 
After dealing with these functional design elements, Lauren next worked 

on creating a good fl ow between the three areas. She began with the 

background elements, giving the backsplash a facelift, and replacing the 

’90s wallpaper with another of her paint colors, Makloud, a cool-toned 

white. “Having one color unifi ed this space, and it is the perfect amount of 

interesting color without overwhelming such a light-fi lled area,” Lauren says. 

She also switched out and updated the appliances and fi xtures to meet the 

functional needs of the homeowners. Using fi nishing touches like lighting, 

furnishings and other décor, Lauren added defi nition to each area while 

unifying the space. “Now the open spaces all talk to each other, and they 

are all fi t to function for the homeowners on a daily basis, as well as ready to 

host family and friends,” Lauren says.

 SEE SOURCES, PAGE 128. 

(top) Upper and lower cabinets o� er plenty of storage, while not taking away from the open feel of the kitchen. Several glass doors on the upper cabinets add display space for 
decorative serveware.
(bottom) In this nook of the kitchen, Lauren’s expert use of tones demonstrates how a white palette can still create depth and interest while serving as a cohesive canvas. “My 
color Sugar Cube is a soft white, a white with warmth and dimension, so it does not feel sterile or cold yet does not tend creamy at all either,” she says.
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The re� nished � ooring adds warmth throughout the space, while the 
beautiful, large windows bring in an abundance of natural light. “We 
made sure to leave those as open as possible and not block that light 
with any furniture or fabrics,” Lauren explains." While the 

overa�  pale� e 
feels neutral, it 
is simply light 
and bright and 
serves as the 
backdrop for 
the rest of the 
elements of 
the space.”
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In this keeping room, textures add depth and character. “I 
was able to utilize a great combination of cut velvet on the 
upholstery, balanced with some cotton and linen blends on 
the pillows and draperies,” Lauren says. Her creative use of 
shiplap, a farmhouse staple, on the oval ceiling makes use of the 
natural lighting with its re�ective properties and adds further 
dimension and interest to the space. 
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Tips  for DIYing YOUR KITCHEN
Is your kitchen design stuck in the past? 

Consider the following tips from designer Lauren Clement before starting your refresh project.

MAKE A LIST. Starting any big project can be incredibly 

overwhelming. Determine your budget and outline your “dream 

wish list.” Go through your list and divide the items between what 

you truly need for your kitchen to function better (appliances, 

island, cabinets) and those elements you would like for freshening 

up the design (backsplash, tiling, countertops and lights). “If you 

have to wait a bit to buy the exact light pendants you love or in 

order to get the right sink, do that, as it’s not something that you 

can change later,” Lauren says. 

CREATE A PLAN. Having a prepared plan allows you to 

maximize your time and resources. Once you’ve decided what 

you’re going to refresh, draw up your design plan. If you’re 

wanting to update your appliances, cabinets or any other large 

items, start there and move outward. “Measure everything, lay it 

all out and sleep on your decisions,” Lauren says. “Taking each 

element and putting them together into a cohesive overall plan 

will guide you to a successful design.”

START WITH THE BIG STUFF. If you are gutting the space and 

starting from scratch, Lauren suggests starting with the cabinetry, 

since that usually takes the longest to order, produce and deliver. 

“Start with cabinetry and build out from there, making sure that 

each element complements the others,” she says. Once these 

larger pieces have been installed, move on to the countertops, 

backsplash, lighting and hardware. 

GET ORGANIZED. Depending on the scope of your refresh, 

make sure you’re on top of ordering materials, installation dates 

and other aspects of your renovation to get your kitchen back 

functioning in a timely manner. “I like to keep a binder for each 

aspect of a renovation, and that way, as the work is happening, you 

have a quick and easy reference guide to help yourself remember 

what is supposed to be happening, as it is a long process with 

many details and the binder will be your lifesaver,” Lauren says.

(top, left) This little desk area is a beautiful and functional space for planning meals, checking emails or dropping o�  the mail. The soft white background allows 
for the intricate cabinet design and elegant furniture to take center stage. (top, right) The lighting � xtures, with their similar � nish and feel, unify the space, 
while still adding distinction to each area. They also add another layer of interest and elegance to the overall design. “Those kitchen pendants above that 
massive island add so much artistic appeal, softness and style to an otherwise ‘hard’ space, and they are just so fun to look at,” Lauren says. 
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